Company logo and link on our Over The Edge website
- Company logo on all promotional materials for the event, incl. event signage, helmet stickers, brochures, emails, print ads and e-newsletters
- Invitation to the VIP Drop Party to kick off the event
- Company logo and sponsorship recognition during Drop Party and Over The Edge
- Company logo on back of event T-shirt
- Make-A-Wish commemorative gift presented to your company

Summit Sponsor (1 available) || $40,000
As the Summit Sponsor, you will receive the base package, plus:
- Designated as the Presenting Sponsor for "Over The Edge for Make-A-Wish Central & South Texas presented by COMPANY"
- Company representative invited for media appearances with Make-A-Wish (television, radio, print, etc)
- 4 rappelling spots to go Over The Edge
- Company’s rappellers start the event as first rappellers or receive time slots of choice during event
- A Wish Kid Ambassador to visit your company to share his or her story of the power of a wish
DROP PARTY SPONSOR (1 available) || $20,000

As the Drop Party Sponsor, you will receive the base package, plus:

- Designated as the Drop Party sponsor for “Over The Edge for Make-A-Wish Central & South Texas”
- 3 rappelling spots to go Over The Edge
- A Wish Kid Ambassador to visit your company to share his or her story of the power of a wish

BASE CAMP SPONSOR (1 available) || $15,000

As the Base Camp Sponsor, you will receive the base package, plus:

- Designated as the Base Camp Sponsor for “Over The Edge for Make-A-Wish Central & South Texas”
- Special signage designating your company as Base Camp Sponsor at the tented viewing area for the live broadcast from the roof
- 3 rappelling spots to go Over The Edge
- A Wish Kid Ambassador to visit your company to share his or her story of the power of a wish

ROPE SPONSOR (2 available) || $10,000

As a Rope Sponsor, you will receive the base package, plus:

- Designated as a Rope Sponsor for “Over The Edge for Make-A-Wish Central & South Texas”
- Company name mentioned as each person rappels the “COMPANY Rope” during the live broadcast from the roof
- 2 rappelling spots to go Over The Edge
- A Wish Kid Ambassador to visit your company to share his or her story of the power of a wish

ANCHOR SPONSOR (unlimited) || $7,500

As an Anchor Sponsor, you will receive the base package, plus:

- Designated as an Anchor Sponsor for “Over The Edge for Make-A-Wish Central & South Texas”
- 2 rappelling spots to go Over The Edge
- A Wish Kid Ambassador to visit your company to share his or her story of the power of a wish

ASCENT SPONSOR (unlimited) || $5,000

As an Ascent Sponsor, you will receive the base package, plus:

- Designated as Ascent Sponsor for “Over The Edge for Make-A-Wish Central & South Texas”
- 1 rappelling spot to go Over The Edge

LEARN MORE @ AUSTINOVERTHEEDGE.COM

Kristina Bachman, CDO
E kbachman@cstx.wish.org
P 512-329-9474 x112

Kathrin Brewer, CEO
E kbrewer@cstx.wish.org
P 512-329-9474 x123

F MakeAWishCSTX
T MakeAWishCSTX